11 February 2020

MEMORANDUM FOR All FY20 Procurement Forecast Reviewers

FROM: United States Transportation Command/Small Business Office (TCAQ-SB)

SUBJECT: Revision to the Original FY20 Procurement Forecast Posting

1. The purpose of this update is to correct a forecast requirement in TCAQ-D, Transportation Visualizer (TransViz). The “Anticipated Acquisition Strategy” changed to “TBD” and “Previous Acquisition Strategy” changed to “Full & Open Competition”.

2. The forecast requirement in TCAQ-D, Mission Assurance, has been removed from the Procurement Forecast. This program is not being recompeted.

3. All other forecasted terms within the package remain the same.

MAURA J. TIMMERMANN
Small Business Professional
Small Business Programs
Air Terminal and Ground Handling Services (ATGHS) - Seattle

NAICS: 488119

Description: The Contractor shall provide Commercial Passenger Services at SEATAC on behalf of Air Mobility Command (AMC) in support of the Defense Transportation System. The Contractor shall provide all technical support, personnel, supervision, equipment, tools, materials, facilities, and other items and services, (except as specified within the contract as government-furnished materials, equipment, facilities, services, and training), as required by the PWS. In addition, the Contractor shall provide office space to perform contract requirements. The Contractor shall provide a control function that manages all information and resources required to receive, document, plan, and move passengers and cargo, facilitate on-time mission departures and ensure maximum aircraft utilization. The Contractor shall provide a complete range of passenger and baggage services. The Contractor shall control, safely process and manifest Mission Capability (MICAP) cargo.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 2/6/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 6/30/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Small Business Set-Aside

Solicitation Number: HTC711-20-R-C001

Incumbent Contractor: Empire Aircraft Services, HTC711-15-C-C001

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Small Business Set-Aside

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Tristan J. Tikkanen, tristan.j.tikkanen.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7147

Division: TCAQ-C
Air Terminal and Ground Handling Services (ATGHS) - Kuwait

NAICS: 488119

Description: The contractor shall provide air terminal and Ground Handling Services (ATGHS) on behalf of Air Mobility Command (AMC) in support of the Defense Transportation System to include, but not limited to, all US Government owned or operated aircraft, U.S. sponsored foreign Government aircraft, Coalition Forces aircraft, Kuwait Air Force aircraft, commercial contract aircraft, and commercial tendered aircraft at Cargo City, Kuwait International Airport (KWI), Kuwait. The contractor shall facilitate on-time aircraft departures and maintain the ability to provide a full range of ATGHS 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, which includes a sustained working Maximum on Ground capability of two wide-body aircraft or the equivalent thereof.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 12/16/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 6/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: HTC711-20-R-C002

Incumbent Contractor: Louis Berger Aircraft Services, HTC711-17-C-C002

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Meggan A. DeBrobander, meggan.a.debrobander.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7974

Division: TCAQ-C
Transportation Visualizer (TransViz)

NAICS: TBD

Description: This contract provides technical services to maintain the TransViz software and provide operational capabilities to the USTRANSCOM Deployment Distribution Operations Center and to remote users.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 5/11/2020
Anticipated Award Date: 9/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: GDMS, HTC711-15-F-D047

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: FFP/LH

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Lisa Kraft, lisa.a.kraft.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7016

Division: TCAQ-D
Joint Training Program Support Services (JTESS)

NAICS: 541614

Description: The contract provides support services to assist in executing elements of the Joint Training System as it pertains to the command's Joint Training and Education Program.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 6/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 3/1/2021

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: CACI-ISS, Inc., HTC711-16-F-D019

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Natascha Wolman, natascha.n.wolman.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7061

Division: TCAQ-D
Change Management and Knowledge Management Support Services (CMKM)

NAICS: 541611

Description: This requirement is for organizational and culture change management, knowledge management, and business analytics for USTRANSCOM that provides tactics, techniques, practices (TTPs) and frameworks for designing and facilitating collaborative best corporate and public sector processes, from small scale team efforts to large scale complex multiple stakeholder initiatives.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 12/26/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 3/20/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Solicitation Number: HTC711-20-Q-D004

Incumbent Contractor: Deloitte Consulting LLP, HTC711-16-F-D047

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Amy Miller, amy.m.miller50.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7053

Division: TCAQ-D
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Commercial Cloud Services

NAICS: 518210

Description: USTRANSCOM has a requirement for cloud services and continued managed services support that have migrated to AWS CSO. Managed services enables programs, systems and applications to migrate to, and operate within, the cloud environment. This includes, but is not limited to, accounts management and provisioning, cyber security compliance, operations and management of the development, non-production and production pipelines, and management of the internal and external Internet Protocol (IP) ranges.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 3/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 6/29/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: ECS Federal, HTC711-18-F-D076

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Terina Folsom, terina.a.folsom.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-5984

Division: TCAQ-D
Joint Distribution Process Analysis Center (JDPAC)

NAICS: 541611

Description: The Joint Distribution Process Analysis Center (JDPAC) is the analytic and engineering engine for USTRANSCOM and its Component Commanders. It support of the Joint Deployment and Distribution Enterprise (JDDE) JDPAC’s core functions are Global Deployment and Distribution Network and Infrastructure Assessments, Analytically Driven Operational Courses of Action, Joint Capability Analysis to Inform Programmatic Decisions, Systems Integration and Data Management JDDE Analysis/Global Distribution Performance Assessment and Future Transformation Analysis

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $50,000,000 to $99,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 3/31/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 9/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Open Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Northrop Grumman, HTC711-16-F-D011

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Crystal Amos, crystal.s.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6729

Division: TCAQ-D
Defense Table of Official Distance (DTOD)

NAICS: 541512

Description: The Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command (SDDC) is responsible for operating and maintaining the Defense Table of Official Distance (DTOD) system on behalf of all Department of Defense (DoD) agencies and activities worldwide. DTOD is the official source for worldwide distance information used by the DoD. DTOD provides vehicular land distances for all DoD household goods, all DoD freight, Permanent Change of Station (PCS) travel and Temporary Duty (TDY) travel needs. It generates point-to-point distances and routes for origin/destination pairs of locations.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 5/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 9/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: 8(a)

Open Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Competitive Range Solutions, HTC711-15-C-D004

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Michael McCarthy, michael.e.mccarthy26.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7060

Division: TCAQ-D
CUSTOMS PROCESS AUTOMATION (CPA)

NAICS: 541511

Description: USTRANSCOM/TCAQ-DPO received a requirement from USTRANSCOM/TCAQ-T to obtain continued support for sustainment and limited enhancements to the CPA program. The CPA requirement has four task areas: Task Order Management, Sustainment and Testing, Security Engineering, and Configuration Management. CPA has achieved Full Operational Capability (FOC).

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 4/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 9/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Small Business Set-Aside

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: UNCOMN, HTC711-15-F-D031

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Small Business Set-Aside

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Rachel Schmittling, rachel.m.schmittling.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7050

Division: TCAQ-D
Integrated Booking System (IBS)

NAICS: 541511

Description: USTRANSCOM/TCAQ-D received a requirement from U.S. Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command (SDDC) to obtain software engineering services to support IBS. IBS is the lead execution system of the Defense Transportation System (DTS) for the global shipment of ocean cargo in support of all wars, major contingencies, and humanitarian relief operations where Government personnel are deployed. As such, IBS is available to users worldwide, 24 hours a day, and seven days a week. The Government requires software engineering services to support the SDDC IBS. Services include requirements definition, software maintenance, development, configuration management, area manager support, training, implementation, documentation, technical support, and project management.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $25,000,000 to $49,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 11/1/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 2/28/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: HTC711-20-R-D002

Incumbent Contractor: SAIC, HTC711-19-F-D020

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Rachel Schmittling, rachel.m.schmittling.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7050

Division: TCAQ-D
Defense Transportation Regulation (DTR)

NAICS: 541611

Description: The purpose of Defense Transportation Regulation (DTR) is to provide functional and technical support for the development and maintenance of the DTR. USTRANSCOM is the manager of the DTR. The requirement is to provide updates to each of seven volumes of the DTR (Personal Property, Mobility, Cargo Movement, Passenger, Customs and Border Clearance, Intermodal/Container, and Human Remains).

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 5/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 9/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: CSC Govt Solutions, HTC711-15-F-D029

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Rory Brooks, rory.j.brooks.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7113

Division: TCAQ-D
Joint Enabling Capabilities Command (JECC) Command Control, Communications, Cyber, Collaboration Support (C5S)

NAICS: 541513

Description: Provide a broad range of Command, Control, Communications, Cyber, and Collaboration Support (C5S) capabilities to support the JECC missions.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 1/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 4/6/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Solicitation Number: HTC711-20-Q-D003

Incumbent Contractor: Paragon, HTC711-16-F-D042

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Megan Gonzalez, megan.m.gonzalez4.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6827

Division: TCAQ-D
USTRANSCOM TCJ6 Project Management and Training Support

NAICS: 541611

Description: Provide project management and training support for TCJ6.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 3/24/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 9/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: 8(a)

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: CEdge, HTC711-16-C-D001

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Megan Gonzalez, megan.m.gonzalez4.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6827

Division: TCAQ-D
Defense Personal Property System (DPS)

NAICS: 541512

Description: Sustainment/development will cover the following: support the system’s 99.5% operational availability performance requirement worldwide, twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week, 365 days a year; implementation of technology upgrades to improve system performance; and implementation of software enhancements to improve system capabilities and customer usability.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 3/24/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 9/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: CACI, HTC711-18-F-D107

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Contract Type: FFP/CPIF

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Terry Lewin, terry.j.lewin.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6723

Division: TCAQ-D
MilMove

NAICS: TBD

Description: MilMove will support the Global Household Goods contract (GHC) business processes to include the on-boarding of moving military members and DoD civilians and the invoicing of costs using the GHC pricing structure.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $25,000,000 to $49,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 3/24/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 9/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Trussworks, HTC711-19-9-D001

Previous Acquisition Strategy: OTA

Contract Type: TBD

Current Performance Projected End Date: 9/30/2020

Contract Specialist: Terry Lewin, terry.j.lewin.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6723

Division: TCAQ-D
Scheduled Fuel Barge Transportation In Gulf Region

NAICS: 483211

Description: Transport DOD-owned bulk fuel JP5 and JAA by tug and barge between the Gulf of Mexico and Lower Mississippi River

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $50,000,000 to $99,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 1/21/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 5/29/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: HTC711-20-R-W001

Incumbent Contractor: JAR ASSETS, INC., HTC711-16-C-W001

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: FFP

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Rachel Dow, rachel.l.dow.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7127

Division: TCAQ-I
Qatar Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS)

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) in Qatar at the Port of Mesaieed to support 840th Transportation Battalion

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 2/28/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 4/30/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: INCHCAPE Shipping Services, HTC711-15-D-R052

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Tiffany Kilburn, tiffany.m.kilburn.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6714

Division: TCAQ-R
Okinawa Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS)

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) in Okinawa Prefecture, Japan at Naha Military Port, Tengan Pier, White Beach, Aja Commercial Port, and other related operations at other US Military Installations within the country

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 11/20/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 2/14/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: HTC711-20-R-R006

Incumbent Contractor: Okinawa Stevedoring & Forwarding Co. Ltd, HTC711-15-D-R039

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Tiffany Kilburn, tiffany.m.kilburn.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6714

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Jacksonville

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Jacksonville, FL

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 11/15/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 2/28/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Portus Stevedoring, LLC, HTC711-15-D-R033

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: R.J. Huelsman, robert.j.huelsman.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7065

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Cape Canaveral

NAICS: 488320
Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Cape Canaveral, FL
Procurement Type: Services
Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999
Anticipated RFP Release Date: 1/15/2020
Anticipated Award Date: 6/18/2020
Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition
Solicitation Number: TBD
Incumbent Contractor: Portus Stevedoring, LLC, HTC711-15-D-R030
Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition
Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)
Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A
Contract Specialist: Norleska Hannah, norleska.hannah.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6734
Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Livorno

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Livorno, Italy

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 2/28/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 5/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Marterneri Spa, HTC711-15-D-R041

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Cassie Range, cassandra.a.range.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7150

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Mid-Atlantic

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Ports of Charleston, SC, Savannah, GA, Wilmington, NC and Morehead City, NC

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 1/30/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 5/29/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Cooper/Ports America, LLC, HTC711-15-D-R036

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Norleska Hannah, norleska.hannah.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6734

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Texas Gulf

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Ports of Beaumont, Corpus Christie, Port Arthur, TX

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $50,000,000 to $99,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 11/22/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 3/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Cooper/Ports America LLC, HTC711-15-D-R037

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Cassie Range, cassandra.a.range.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7150

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Gulfport

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Gulfport, MS

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 11/29/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 4/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: N/A, N/A

Previous Acquisition Strategy: N/A

Contract Type: N/A

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Sarah Law, sarah.b.law2.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7090

Division: TCAQ-R
Ridge Runner

NAICS: 481211

Description: FAR Part 133/135 Rotary Wing Air Transportation Services. Service is needed to transport technicians and equipment to austere locations to support the operation and maintenance of the National Training Center (NTC), Fort Irwin, CA, communications/instrumentation network

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 10/30/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 2/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Hillsboro Aviation, HTC71115DR035

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Small Business Set-Aside

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Douglas Otten, douglas.d.otten.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6733

Division: TCAQ-R
Denton Cargo

NAICS: 541614
Description: To provide services which facilitate the space available transportation of approved humanitarian cargo using only Air Mobility Command (AMC) air cargo channel missions
Procurement Type: Services
Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999
Anticipated RFP Release Date: 1/15/2020
Anticipated Award Date: 3/15/2020
Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Other Than Full & Open
Solicitation Number: TBD
Incumbent Contractor: Axenfeld Technologies, HTC71115CR001
Previous Acquisition Strategy: Small Business Set-Aside
Contract Type: Firm Fixed Price (8(a) Direct Award)
Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A
Contract Specialist: Nicole Radake, nicole.a.radake.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7122
Division: TCAQ-R
West Africa Logistics Network

NAICS: 481211

Description: Airlift Support Services in North and West Africa.

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $100,000,000 to $499,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 4/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 8/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: N/A, N/A

Previous Acquisition Strategy: N/A

Contract Type: N/A

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Thomas Fee, thomas.m.fee2.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7138

Division: TCAQ-R
Advanced Traceability and Control (ATAC) Program

NAICS: 484230

Description: Navy Advanced Traceability and Control (ATAC) Program Transportation Support

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $100,000,000 to $499,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 5/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 9/28/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: 1st Coast Cargo Inc., HTC711-15-D-R054

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Small Business Set-Aside

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Kevin Snider, kevin.b.snider.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7129

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Hiroshima

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Hiroshima and West Japan

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 11/30/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 5/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: HTC711-19-R-R008

Incumbent Contractor: Sanyo Kaiun, HTC711-15-D-R040

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Kenneth Smith, kenneth.a.smith439.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6728

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Tombolo, Italy

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Tombolo, Italy

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 11/30/2019

Anticipated Award Date: 6/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Marterneri Spa, HTC711-15-D-R042

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Ana Fife, ana.m.fife.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7103

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Vlissingen, Netherlands

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Vlissingen, Netherlands

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 3/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 7/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Verbrugge Zealand, HTC711-19-D-R017

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Kenneth Smith, kenneth.a.smith439.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6728

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Constanta Romania

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Constanta, Romania

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $25,000,000 to $49,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 2/1/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 10/1/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: Global Defense Logistics, HTC711-19-D-R004

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Kenneth Smith, kenneth.a.smith439@civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6728

Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Virginia

NAICS: 488320
Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Virginia
Procurement Type: Services
Projected Value Range: $5,000,000 to $24,999,999
Anticipated RFP Release Date: 1/30/2020
Anticipated Award Date: 6/1/2020
Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition
Solicitation Number: TBD
Incumbent Contractor: Virginia International Terminal, HTC711-19-D-R016
Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition
Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)
Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A
Contract Specialist: Ana Fife, ana.m.fife.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7103
Division: TCAQ-R
Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) Germany Longshoring

NAICS: 488320

Description: Stevedoring & Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) at the Port of Germany Longshoring

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 2/28/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 9/30/2020

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: BLG Auto Terminal, HTC711-16-D-R010

Previous Acquisition Strategy: Full & Open Competition

Contract Type: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP)

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Kenneth Smith, kenneth.a.smith439.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-6728

Division: TCAQ-R
Customer Satisfaction Survey (CSS) Contract

NAICS: TBD

Description: Provide customer satisfaction surveys to DoD members moved under the Global Household Goods Contract (GHC)

Procurement Type: Services

Projected Value Range: $1,000,000 to $4,999,999

Anticipated RFP Release Date: 6/11/2020

Anticipated Award Date: 2/1/2021

Anticipated Acquisition Strategy: TBD

Solicitation Number: TBD

Incumbent Contractor: N/A, N/A

Previous Acquisition Strategy: N/A

Contract Type: N/A

Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A

Contract Specialist: Nick Van Osdale, nicholas.a.vanosdale.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7038

Division: TCAQ-R
Non-Temp Storage (NTS) Contract

NAICS: 493110
Description: Non-temporary storage (including handle in/out) for household goods and unaccompanied baggage; CONUS and Alaska/Hawaii
Procurement Type: Services
Projected Value Range: $100,000,000 to $499,999,999
Anticipated RFP Release Date: 3/4/2020
Anticipated Award Date: 8/17/2020 Anticipated
Acquisition Strategy: TBD Solicitation Number: TBD
Incumbent Contractor: N/A, N/A
Previous Acquisition Strategy: N/A
Contract Type: N/A
Current Performance Projected End Date: N/A
Contract Specialist: Nick Van Osdale, nicholas.a.vanosdale.civ@mail.mil, 618-220-7038
Division: TCAQ-R
United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM), Scott AFB, IL wishes to inform potential Stevedoring and Related Terminal Services (S&RTS) providers of our intent to solicit services in support of multiple port locations worldwide over the next 6 months. The Contractor shall provide S&RTS and management services in connection with the receipt, processing, and/or loading/discharging of cargo via all conveyances as designated by the Contracting Officer or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR). The Contractor shall be able to provide sufficient qualified labor, gear and equipment and materials to satisfy the scope of this contract, and make every effort to rectify any shortfall.

All requirements are expected to be Firm Fixed Price (FFP) Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (ID/IQ). Competitive solicitations will be posted to Bata SAM.gov.

Identified ports are as follows (subject to change):

- Gdynia, Poland
- Morocco (Agadir and Tangier)
- Klaipeda, Lithuania
- Szczecin, Poland
- Estonia (Paldiski and Tallinn)
- Varna, Bulgaria
- La Rochelle, France
- Jacksonville, Florida
- Cape Canaveral, Florida
- Okinawa, Japan
- Hiroshima, Japan
- Gulfport, Texas
- Beaumont, Texas
- Livorno, Italy
- Tombolo, Italy
- Qatar
- Mid Atlantic (Charleston, South Carolina)

Any company interested in doing business with the government must be registered in the System for Award Management (SAM) and in active status at time of proposal submission. Registration can take weeks or months to accomplish and is not handled by this office. Please take the necessary steps to ensure registration is complete and current.

This announcement is not a Request for Proposal/Quote (RFP/RFQ) or solicitation of any kind. USTRANSCOM is not seeking or accepting unsolicited proposals for these requirements. This notice should not be construed as a commitment of any type by the Government to take or not take any action. Please note USTRANSCOM will NOT be responsible for any costs incurred by interested parties as a result of this notification.

11 Feb 2020